Color Energy as a Seed Descriptor for Image Segmentation with Region Growing Algorithms on Skin Wound Images
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Abstract—This paper presents a seed finding method for region growing segmentation approach using color channel energy in image regions. Instead of using the RGB system separated for each pixel, the proposal uses the energy on each color channel to improve the range of the possible values, then creates a more specific seed to detail different regions. Region size used to calculate energy was adjusted to verify the proposed method. Images used were real wound photos, taken from patients undergoing treatment at the university hospital. Results showed that energy on regions presents enough information to segment, leading to a high percentage of matching with experts marks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Incorrect diagnosis of skin diseases can lead to complications during the healing process, [1] mentions the case of pyoderma gangrenosum that has different causes and can have treatments that would not be recommended for patients with other kind of injuries. Injury recognition through characteristics such as size, severity, presence of infection, vascularity, has an important impact in determining the most appropriate treatment for each patient [2]. Most of skin lesions descriptors presented by [2] can be obtained by analyzing patients’ lesion images segmentation, but a good segmentation is necessary to work with correct and reliable data. In [3] we can see that “image segmentation is essentially an application-oriented problem that demands either strong intervention of human experts or application specific solutions”.

Color is the most informative low-level feature and might convey salience information of a given image according to [4], thus many algorithms turn to color-based segmentation to target areas of interest. [5] describes various algorithms and different proposals regarding the segmentation performed by color and cites region-based approaches as a good noise immune option. In skin lesions, algorithms based on region growth work satisfactorily because regions of injury are quite homogeneous.

The region growing algorithms disadvantage is the fact that the seed has very high impact on segmentation. Region merging techniques are implemented to reduce this impact, but consequently increase complexity regarding processing time and memory.

Lots of problems in medical analysis depends on or can be helped by images. These images depend on experts to describe each of them. And in some cases doctors cannot be with patient, in these cases, images are the option to send or keep the condition of this patient. The negative point is that doctor’s analysis would still be necessary. The goal of this paper is to create a method that finds a region of certainty of injury by calculating the energy of each color channels, which would be input to region growing algorithms, in an attempt to reduce the need for these images to be seen by a doctor, since the amount of images and information is increasing steadily.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II, with a brief description of works with close characteristics or similar problems. Section III describes what is and how to use the color energy for the problem previously mentioned. In Section IV we have the descriptions of experiments, results of experiments and what they represent are addressed in Section V. Finally, Section VI will bring the conclusions that can be drawn from this work, along with suggestions for future work that may be performed based on this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

To find articles regarding computational processes to help medical staff is not difficult as [6], or extracting features from images as [7] for cataract detection and [8] for renal segmentation.


In [5] is described segmentation techniques such as histogram, fuzzy logic, regions approaches, borders and artificial intelligence. Segmentation is a very important step that must happen before image information extraction.

There are studies that seek descriptors for areas to be targeted as [12] and [13]. [14] uses the local binary pattern operator as texture feature descriptor. Also study techniques that use textures to help identify objects of interest as in [15] or [16], or using textures with edge detection such as [17] and [18].
In [19] is presented an energy function that combines color and edge for the segmentation, as in [20] that also uses two techniques for region extraction using wavelets transform for texture and contourlet transform on boundaries. Or other segmentation is presented based on color and texture in [21].

But most similar paper from the proposal described in this paper is seen in [22], that selects seed points for region growing algorithms in breast ultrasound images. The similarity of proposals is on the fact of seed seeking and on using medical images as well, so difficulties dealing with medical images are part of the scope of both works.

III. COLOR ENERGY

The color energy on a region can describe the idea of how red, blue, or other color is the region taken. Color energy consists on squared channel value [23], when used this technique, values will have more disparity, improving range, making it easier to express a different value. A difference between two numbers is more visible when you look at them squared, specially when using computing techniques which depends on numbers, and most of all, depends on close numbers.

\[ \varepsilon(x, y) = \sum_{a}^{b} |p(x, y)|^2 \]  

(1)

In Equation 1 is seen the formal expression to calculate energy on a pixel-based region. Given \((x, y)\), energy is the sum of the values from an specific channel (red, green or blue) from \(a\) to \(b\), where \(a\) is the upper left coordinates from used region and \(b\) \((x, y)\) coordinates plus region size variation.

For instance, energy will show how important is this channel on region calculated and difference of importance from the channels gives the impact on how near the image taken is from the region supposed to be segmented.

The algorithm presented uses color channels energy to calculate how visible some of them would be on image, for example, when trying to segment some region that is too red, red channel energy will be much higher than others.

If the region is mostly yellow, blue channel will have energy much lower than others, in other words, it’s possibly to “see” the color intensity on region based on how far the energy is on some channels at region being analyzed.

An example of how energy can be a better indicator would be the Pythagorean triangle, the triangle with sides 3, 4 and 5. If sides represent blue, green and red channels, respectively, summed values of blue and green, we would have a greater value than the red. But the comparison made with the values squared would equal them. Suppose now that sides are 3, 4 and 6, to blue, green and red, respectively. The sum of the values of blue and green still overcoming red, but when using squared values, we would have a better sense of the redness of the point in question, which is what is being sought by descriptor.

Just like in human perception, looking at a region and seeing that this region is mostly the color of some part of the image, will be assumed that this part belongs to the region being searched.

The method consists in calculating difference between two channels’ energy for each part of image as possible. When some of the colors energy are overriding the appearance of others, in the case presented, the red channel influence is much higher than the others, so this was the difference wanted. Using the largest values of red difference, these areas was denoted as the foreground.

To complete segmentation, results of this calculation can be performed through two methods:

- **Small regions as seed:** Known algorithms as [24] and [25] uses seed to perform region growing segmentation. These methods don’t demand a large set of data to start, so even with small regions, energy calculation will provide enough information for these algorithms to perform region growing on wound area.

- **Big regions as texture:** Texture segmentation needs more information than seed segmentation, because texture requires region and descriptors to generate patterns to be searched by algorithm. So when big regions are made, they are not good to be reprocessed as a seed, but has a good range of information to build descriptors patterns.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Londrina State University (UEL Universidade Estadual de Londrina) in accordance with law 315/06 from 02/02/07 (amendment 1/2010). The subject was informed about research nature and signed an informed consent. Patients with chronic ulcers in lower limbs due to venous insufficiency were admitted. The survey was conducted in the CISMÉPAR (Conscio Intermunicipal de Sade do Mdio Paranapanema) in partnership with Londrina University Hospital/U埃尔.

Images were acquired from 8 patients with different stages of injury, with a Sony camera model DSC-S1900, that allows high portability and manual settings. Settings were used in manual mode so there could be similarity in images, leaving only the focus to be automatic. Thus, the camera would need to be configured only once and medical staff itself could do following acquisitions.

Sets of images were acquired for variables adjustment that would be used for all acquisitions. Settings choice had as main purpose, maintain color quality and avoid light overexposure. Images used for parameters adjustment were not used in the construction of the algorithm, nor in tests. The set that best suited the purposes of this article had the following characteristics:

- Exposure value: -0.3;
- F-Number: 3.1;
- ISO: 400;
- Flash: disabled.

These images, acquired with cited settings, were marked by doctors at the hospital, so being possible to compare results regarding which area would be considered injury.
Figure 1 shows an example of acquired image. Images are very similar because standardized acquisition. 33 images were used in bitmap format with 400 x 225 pixels resolution, they were used with low resolution by the need to store regions in a list. Thus, regions search was treated in percentages rather than pixels, as will be described in subsection IV-C.

The white squares present in Figures 1 and 3 are markers for area calculation, since the segmentation procedure is a step towards lesion characteristics extraction, thus an object, easy to detect and with known size was placed in image as a reference. Moreover, the square was used as a good object for adjusting the white balance on the camera.

In Figure 2 is shown a marked area. These images were obtained with doctors help who identified wound region in pictures of which region would be considered injury. Following this marking, the demarcated area was filled to facilitate the visualization and later comparisons.

Figure 3 shows region found by Algorithm 1, the green region denotes highest difference between energy of red channel from green and blue channels together.

Data: A wound image.
Result: A region that can be used as a seed for region growing algorithms.
Divide the image into small areas;
forall the small areas do
| Calculate the energy channels of red, blue and green; |
| Subtract the value of the blue and green channels from red; |
| Add in an ordered list by the value of this difference; |
end
return the first region in the list;
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to get the highest energy region.

Note that is necessary to keep more information than just the difference calculated to get the first region in list, in our experiment, difference value to order the list was kept with coordinates $x$ and $y$ from upper left region corner. The order will be highest first.

As can be seen by Algorithm 1, to store a list for the simple fact of getting the region with the largest differential would not be needed, could just return the highest value as long as comparing calculated energies. However, described algorithm was used in further experiments that will be described later, which structure list storage was necessary.

The goal of first experiment was to achieve the objective of this paper, namely to find a region where there is certainty of belonging to a injury region. And then, this region could be a seed for region growing algorithms.

A. Experiment 1

Second experiment aims to identify how many regions from ordered list would be part of injury region, i.e., how many times highest energies from list would find injury area. This experiment was conducted to identify other injury areas to use as seeds, in cases where lesion has less reddened areas or at different stages of wound.
Data: The ordered list from previous algorithm.

forall the elements from the ordered list do
    for \((w, h) \leftarrow (x, y)\) to \((x + dx, y + dy)\) do
        if \((w, h) \notin \text{wound region}\) then
            return list index;
        end
    end
end

Algorithm 2: Algorithm to get how many highest energies belongs to the lesion.

Algorithm 2 seeks how many regions actually belong to the injury. So it seeks in each region if there is any pixel that does not belong to injury. Comparison of belonging or not belonging to an area of interest was made using filled images as shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen in algorithm, any pixel that is not part of marked region by specialist, denotes this chosen region as a region outside the lesion. This assumption is quite extreme, since only one pixel would cause entire region to be considered outside area of interest, but it is essential for this paper. Thus, it would be guaranteed that chosen region would have no pixel that could cause noise in the seed for growing region segmentation. So even algorithms that operate on smaller regions and do not have good sensitivity to noise, would not have problems by not needing to treat them.

C. Experiment 3

As seen in subsection IV-A by analyzing the energy of the color channels is possible to find a region of injury. In third experiment, the same attempts were made, but with different region sizes for energy calculation. For algorithms where a small part of region would be sufficient for targeting, it would be interesting to keep a small area by not having to keep a lot of information in memory, small regions are also less susceptible to have noise. However, dividing the image into many regions would take more time in comparisons on which region should be chosen as seed. Therefore, with size variations on searching for appropriate region can generate precision possibilities or speed which can be decisive depending on application to which the algorithm is being used.

Alternative sizes were taken with percentage of image width and height, percentage was used so same method could be used for any size of input image.

Initially regions of 2% of the width and height were used, then this value was increased 2% until reach 10% of these measures, i.e., for our images of 400 x 225, there was regions of 8x4(2%), 16x9(4%), 24x13(6%), 32x18(8%) and 40x22(10%) pixels, calculated by method.

Moreover, some algorithms work best with larger regions that could provide a greater amount of information for later decision to join a new area. Seed made by small areas can become not interesting to keep, even though there was a reduction in memory consumption.

V. RESULTS

According to [26], during the process of building a frequency table, to choose sub intervals that correspond to data needed is necessary, in this case, ranges that are or not part of the wound. These intervals were given by images marked by experts, since these images have settings which part of image is part of a group or another.

Table I shows that presented strategy can find at least one region of wound lesion that has sufficient size, i.e., the first element in the ordered list of energies is a region that would be useful as a region growing seed. Important to remember that counting energies regions are rectangular, so some curves in wounds or thin wounds can make slightly larger regions too large to fit perfectly into the wound.

Using 2% of width and height were possible to generate 2812 regions, 625 were generated with 4% regions, 286 regions of 6%, 155 of 8% and 102 of 10% were generated. Some pixels may have been used in more than one regions due to approximation.

Table I was built using the experiment described in Subsection IV-B, it was built by counting how many region is possible to find using different region sizes. The region got with largest energy difference that was marked as foreground was all inside wound region. Not even one single pixel touched

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region Size</th>
<th>File Number</th>
<th>2%</th>
<th>4%</th>
<th>6%</th>
<th>8%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a non-wound region.

With this, there are percentages where region does not fit the injury, these regions still can be used depending on the error that can be considered acceptable. We prefer not to work with false positives, i.e., better to have a smaller region that best fits in injury completely than larger region that crosses this area boundaries. The justification for this choice is that area of healthy skin takes a big part of picture and if used as seed, probably the region’s growth would spread too much.

### TABLE II: Execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region Size</th>
<th>Execution Time (Minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>16&quot; 52'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>39&quot; 08'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6%</td>
<td>16&quot; 46'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9&quot; 6'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6&quot; 9'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II has results from Subsection IV-C developed using a HP desktop, with Intel Core 2 Quad Q9505 processor, 2.83GHz, 8GB of RAM memory, using windows 7 professional 64 bits as operational system, algorithm was developed in Java language on version 1.7 with Eclipse Juno IDE.

The table obtained indicates time spent in phase of image division into regions and energy calculation, these execution time calculations are used to indicate the best case for different examples, so for cases where images contains small wounds would require a division into small regions, but process takes longer than larger regions. The results shown by execution time table shows times for all images of each region sizes.

In cases presented by this work, medium values can be possible to used, such as 6% which managed to secure at least one region entirely within the wound in all tests and were able to reduce processing time by almost 90%. Another factor that must be taken into consideration is how much information is needed to be passed to each algorithm. If the algorithm does not search for a point in image, but a region to look for patterns, regions can be seen in two ways:

- **Small region** (2%): This types will have the same problem as single pixel approach, it may not have enough data to be a good perspective for segmentation and may not sufficient to describe the whole wound. Yet, as seen in the table, will have a longer run with image division into many small regions.
- **Big region** (10%): In this case, some images will not have a wound big enough to provide data, so when the region taken is bigger than the wound, pattern taken by algorithm will include areas outside the wound. Even with a shorter execution, it may cause error in region growth, caused by inclusion of external pixels in seed.

### VI. Conclusion

A wound region based on the difference between energies of color channels is possible to find, even with alternative sizes from region to avoid problems with performance. Alternative sizes of areas become applicable in different work situations of acquisition, thus, can be used in various medical imaging analysis.

Then, segmentation algorithms existing in the literature would be able to bring good results, as opposed to some cases that do not have good results due to not appropriate seed choice for region growing approach. As image will be used to analyze wounds, it is quite likely that object of interest will appear enough thus not being necessary to divide into very small regions.

Important to note that the proposed paper does not infer which region growing algorithm should be used. The paper shows how to find a good seed for segmentation that is a problem found in some of them and it is data inputs to others.

Therefore, developers can use known and implemented algorithms or propose a new solution using the data that can be extracted from the regions. This promotes alternative resources so that even people who do not belong to computer science field can use this strategy. So segmentation can be done with programs that already have growing region functions implemented.

As future work, energies can be analyzed in different ways, looking for other lesion areas that may be at different stages of disease. Thus, analyzes could include other wound characteristics and be more accurate. Another work could be based on specifying a particular algorithm for growing regions and trying to retrieve certain information that would be relevant in its use.
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